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Geometry dash top 50 demons worst to best

Honesty the forum directory is getting worse should start a new list. I'll try to be the most accurate. Tell me what you want to change downstairs. Demons rating: 1. Sakupen Hell by Noobas verified by Trusta Video: 2. Bloodbath by Riot and more verified by Riot Video: 3. Phobos (nerfed) by GMTSean verified by Krazyman50 Video: 4. Conical Depression by Krazyman50 verified by Krazyman50 Video: 5.
Betrayal of Fate by Weowoteo and Xcy-7 possibly hacked by Weowoteo Video: 6. A Bizzare Phantasm by TeamN2 verified by GoodSmile Video: 7. Plasma Pulse III by Smoke and Giron verified by Smokes Video: 8. The Hell Factory by TeamN2 is verified by Powerbomb Video: 9. Red World Rebirth by Riot and more verified by Riot Video: 10. Down Bass (Update) by RealSpectra verified by
TheRealSneaky Video: Honorary Reports: 11: ICDX by Rosebose hacked by Rosebose Video: 12. The Final Phase (new) from Andromeda is verified by Andromeda Video: upcoming Demons: 1. Bloodlust by Quasar and more to be verified by Snobbley Video: 2. Haunted World by Psychoman and more 3. Yatgarasu by Riot and More verified by Trusta 4.Sonic Wave (and remakes) by Circular (and more)
5. uNation by Sugarlover and more verified by Psychomanic. Video: 5. Dark Wind by JordanKyser 6. Halloween by JordanKyser N/A. White Hot by Sugarlover and more (not finished) N/A. TemporalDisplacement by Psychomanis (Not Finished) N/A. Dark Dragon Fire by Psychomane (Not Finished) N/A. Sonic Drive by Psychomanic Straw poll - Click on the name of a player on the left to get started! List of
demons completed:Legacy demons completed:Demonlist rating:Demonlist ranking:Hardest demons:List of demons created:List of demons published:List of demons verified:Contact any of these people if you have problems with the list or want to see a specific thing changed. Contact these people if you have any questions about why a particular record was rejected. Don't unnecessarily bug them on the
check But! EnsanitygarbadoXaniiGoldenBigthunder556HarrySDementedDemons must be rated to be included in this listImms who receive a hacked update changing difficulty will be moved to the legacy section of the list. Alternatively, if a demon gets a hacked update before the list-worthy, it won't get added. However, a demon whose original original was hacked will still get on the list. Records must be
legal and either uploaded to YouTube, Vimeo, Bilibili, or streamed to be added to the list. Anyone who publishes illegal recordings and transfers them as legitimate will have their files removed from the list. Illegal files include, but are not limited to, speedhacks, noclip, automatic, nerfs, macros, etc. Files on one level must be in normal mode and in the live version of the layer or in an appropriate bug
fixed/low detail copy of that level. Refer to the error and LDM instructions. The registry holder must meet the percentage requirement of a level in order to be added to the list for that level. Verifications are not counted as records in the list, but still award points. Being in a group in which users beat levels for the same channel will cause your records to be temporarily removed from the list. Records that use a
layer's built-in LDM are always appropriate. Eligible entries in appropriate copies of LDM layers. Please contact a List Coordinator if you are not sure which decorations can or cannot be removed. In general, an LDM copy should not remove decorations that interfere with the player's vision, blind transitions, flashes or boss battles, for example. Referring to the first guideline, if the previously declared
decorations are removed in the built-in LDM of a level though, it is perfectly fine to use. Entries in appropriate copies of layer errors for different refresh rates are eligible. Please contact a List Coordinator if you are not sure what is or is not an error. Note: Please don't post nonsense, it only makes it harder for all of us and will get you banned. Also note that the form rejects duplicate submissions. Submit a
file! See a detailed overview of who completed the most, created the most demons, or defeated the toughest demons! There is even a leaderboard to compare yourself to the best! Open statistics viewer! Join the official discord demonlist server where you can get in touch with the demonlist!© Copyright group 2017-2020 pointercrate.comAll rights reservedpointercrate.com and the Demonlist are in no way
linked to RobTopGamesAB ® Our Tweet: Developer Demonlist Group Entire Website has been rewritten in Rust! Several minor errors observed during the transfer over the old python backend were stable and performance has improved significantly. In addition to this, it is mostly an internal change, so that the of (visible) changes is rather short: I have (once again) redesigned the home page! More
specifically, it has merged with the first page or so, as both were very under-used. Demonlist now has an overview page here. which shows a real list (revolutionary, I know) of all demonsThe API has been significantly revised. Most changes should be backward compatible since they just added a ton of fields, but there are some other changes as well, so be sure to check the documentation again. Mostly,
there is no status parameter for demons anymore and has become the most general 'player.records'There is now deeper integration with GD servers, allowing me to display additions stats for each demon. The code for calculating the length of the level and accurately counting the objects contributed by cos8o, so great thanks to him! Now to some more serious topics: As some of you may know, I took a
second undergrad (mathematics) course in October, meaning that my university program became much more demanding, leaving me with almost no time to work in pointercrate. Development for divisive bots related to pointercrate and the Demonlist has already been undertaken by GunnerBones, and with pointercrate becoming open source, I hope to find more people will work on it. It's been a year since I
rented the pointercrate domain and started hosting Demonlist! Today I am pleased to announce the official pointercrate API, which can be used for programming access of Demonlist. The documentation can be found here. Further minor changes include:Internal recasting of how young list users are validated. Now they're using the account system. The site now integrates beautifully into discord! We added
a link to the official Demonlist discord server, which is an awesome place where I get help with spell checking. Find it on the server discord! The API is actually just the first step in something more awesome hopefully coming soon:)... to fix various issues we had with the old version: The old home page was thrown together in 5 minutes and you all knew itScrollbars were working strangely or not on allOn
mobile you could not close the Demonlist after clicking on this strange button in the lower left cornerY were too blueMost of these issues arose because the old version was not designed with mobile in mind , and mobile support was hacked in later. The new design uses a mobile approach and should respond much more. Page 2Click the name of a player on the left to get started! List of demons
completed:Legacy demons completed:Demonlist rating:Demonlist ranking:Most difficult demons:List of demons created:List of demons published:List of demons verified: Demons must be rated to be included in this listList of demons receiving a hacked difficulty change update will be moved to the legacy section of the list. Alternatively, if a demon gets a hacked update before the list-worthy, it won't get
added. However, a demon whose initial verification was hacked will still get on the list. Registration must be legal and be uploaded to YouTube, Vimeo, Bilibili or streamed to be added to the list. Anyone who publishes illegal recordings and transfers them as legitimate will have their files removed from the list. Illegal files include, but are not limited to, speedhacks, noclip, automatic, nerfs, macros, etc.
Records at a level must be in normal mode and for the live version of the level or in an appropriate error fixed/low detail copy of that Refer to the error and LDM instructions. The registry holder must meet the percentage requirement of a level in order to be added to the list for that level. Verifications are not counted as records in the list, but still award points. Being in a group in which users beat levels for
the same channel will cause your records to be temporarily removed from the list. Records that use a layer's built-in LDM are always appropriate. Eligible entries in appropriate copies of LDM layers. Please contact a List Coordinator if you are not sure which decorations can or cannot be removed. In general, an LDM copy should not remove decorations that interfere with the player's vision, blind transitions,
flashes or boss battles, for example. Referring to the first guideline, if the previously declared decorations are removed in the built-in LDM of a level though, it is perfectly fine to use. Entries in appropriate copies of layer errors for different refresh rates are eligible. Please contact a List Coordinator if you are not sure what is or is not an error. Contact any of these people if you're having problems with the list
or want to see a specific thing change. Contact these people if you have any questions about why a particular record was rejected. Don't unnecessarily bug them on checking submissions though! EnsanitygarbadoXaniiGoldenBigthunder556HarrySDementEdNote: Please don't post nonsense, it only makes it harder for all of us and will get you banned. Also note that the form rejects duplicate submissions.
Submit a file! See a detailed overview of who completed the most, created the most demons, or defeated the toughest demons! There is even a leaderboard to compare yourself to the best! Open statistics viewer! Join the official demonlist discord server, where you can get in touch with the demonlist!© copyright group 2017-2020 pointercrate.comAll rights reservedpointercrate.com and the Demonlist are
not linked in any way to RobTopGamesAB ® Our Tweet: Developer Demonlist Team
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